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Bridget Whearty
Digital Scholarship Conference, Albany, Oct 2019
Prefatory note:
I do not want my arguments in what follows to be misunderstood.
I am proud of the “analog” scholarship I have produced on the tenure track.
At the same time that I am proud of this work, I also feel a sense of loss when I consider the
arguably more innovative digital work that I deliberately have chosen not to do in order to focus
completely on the production of more traditional, safer forms of scholarly production.
When analog scholarship is valued above digital scholarship in the tenure and promotion
process, institutions disincentivize the production of humanities scholarship in innovative forms.
There are only so many hours in the day, after all, and life before pretenure tends to be filled
with the work that we believe (or hope) will be sufficiently rewarded in periods of assessment.
But knowing in the abstract that pretenure faculty are putting off digital work until it is “safe” is
not the same as knowing about the specific projects that are not done when digital scholarship is
not considered equally valid for tenure and promotion.
My goal in what follows is to give insights into the on-the-ground, largely undocumented
conditions that disincentivize digital scholarship before tenure. I seek also to offer a clear
portrait of the work I have not done—and the local and state-wide opportunities that have
therefore been lost—because I have not felt digital scholarship is adequately valued by enough
of my senior colleagues at this time for it to be safe to commit to until after tenure.
I say “at this time” because I hope very much that this is changing. Indeed, in sharing this
lightly edited script+slides for my October 11, 2019 at the University of Albany’s Digital
Scholarship Conference, I hope to be part of that change.
Bridget Whearty
October 2019
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[SLIDE – TITLE]
The argument in the title of my talk is not new. In fact, it’s pretty old news that those of us
engaged in digital scholarship face significant challenges in hiring, tenure, and promotion.
While I’m not breaking news in announcing the existence of these challenges, I think that one of
the things that is missing from many 10,000-foot-view conversations about digital scholarship is
the view from specific pieces of ground. Today, I want to speak about the day-to-day, on the
ground experiences that promote—or inhibit—the uptake of digital scholarship by faculty
working in traditional academic departments without the protections of tenure.
I’m going to begin by unpacking some of the local conditions that have led me and many others
in my hiring cohort to postpone digital scholarship until after tenure (or at least, until we feel we
have met tenure requirements for analog scholarship and are therefore free to engage in digital
scholarship). Then, I’m going to engage in a kind of speculative fiction, offering a counternarrative of my alternative tenure timeline in a parallel universe and the kinds of digital
scholarship I would have engaged in over the last four or five years, had I felt that digital
scholarship would be locally valued and rewarded.
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Part 1: (Written) Authority vs. (Lived) Experience

•

Image&from&Walters&Art&Museum,&MS&W&102,&fol.&83r

[SLIDE – SUB TITLE] Part 1: (Written) Authority vs (Lived) Experience
This is from the job ad that brought me to Binghamton:

“The%Medieval%Studies%Program%at%Binghamton%University%(State%
University%of%New%York)%seeks%a%tenure@track%Assistant%Professor%of%
Medieval%Studies%in%the%field%of%Digital%Humanities,%beginning%in%Fall%
2015.%The%appointment%will%be%held%jointly%in%Medieval%Studies%and%
either%the%Department%of%English%or%the%Department%of%Romance%
Languages%(French).%Candidates%for%this%position%should%have%an%active%
research%agenda%that%engages%new%digital%technologies%in%the%study%of%
either%the%literature(s)%of%Medieval%Britain%(with%a%primary%interest%in%
Anglo@Saxon%and/or%Middle%English%literature),%or%Medieval%French%
literature.%…%This%is%an%affiliated%position%for%Material%and%Visual%
Worlds,%one%of%five%Transdisciplinary%Areas%of%Excellence%(TAEs)%that%
Binghamton%University%has%identified%for%growth%under%the%auspices%of%
its%SUNY2020%plan.%The%successful%candidate%will%contribute%to%the%
development%of%this%TAE%as%an%area%of%intensive%research%and%teaching.”
[SLIDE – JOB AD]
“The Medieval Studies Program at Binghamton University (State University of New York) seeks
a tenure-track Assistant Professor of Medieval Studies in the field of Digital Humanities,
beginning in Fall 2015. The appointment will be held jointly in Medieval Studies and either the
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Department of English or the Department of Romance Languages (French). Candidates for this
position should have an active research agenda that engages new digital technologies in the study
of either the literature(s) of Medieval Britain (with a primary interest in Anglo-Saxon and/or
Middle English literature), or Medieval French literature. … This is an affiliated position for
Material and Visual Worlds, one of five Transdisciplinary Areas of Excellence (TAEs) that
Binghamton University has identified for growth under the auspices of its SUNY2020 plan. The
successful candidate will contribute to the development of this TAE as an area of intensive
research and teaching.”
As an argument of local support for digital scholarship, this ad would seem to suggest that the
person hired for this position—

“Candidates*for*this*position*should*have*
an*active*research*agenda*that*engages*
new*digital*technologies*in*the*study*of*
either*the*literature(s)*of*Medieval*
Britain*(with*a*primary*interest*in*Anglo=
Saxon*and/or*Middle*English*literature),*
or*Medieval*French*literature.”
[SLIDE – CLOSE-UP ON KEY PART OF JOB AD] a person whose active research agenda
engages new digital technologies in the study of medieval literature—would be expected to
continue developing that research agenda.
But starting with my campus visit, it was made clear to me that one of the things that made me
an appealing candidate for this position was the fact that one of the first major outputs in my
research agenda was a book. One of the professors I met on campus was kind enough to say as
much in our meeting. I appreciated her frankness, and I made my choice with open eyes. But it
was surprising to know that I was competitive for this Medieval Studies + Digital Humanities
position at least in part because early on in my career I would not have to be actively pursuing
digital scholarship.
Neither the Medieval Studies Program, in which I do half my teaching and the bulk of my
service, nor the English department, in which I do the other half of my teaching and which is my
tenure home, have specific written tenure criteria, let alone written criteria for assessing digital
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scholarship for tenure and promotion. Instead, both defer to the Binghamton University faculty
handbook’s statement about tenure criteria:

Binghamton University Faculty Handbook:
“Scholarship,or,other,creative, contributions,are,essential,for,
promotion,,especially,to,a,position,with,tenure.,For,most,fields,,
publication,of,refereed,papers,in,professional,journals,of,high,
repute,is,a,clear,sign,of,scholarly,activity.,Scholarly,books,released,
through,recognized,publishers,,either,academic,or,commercial,,are,
another,sign,,as,are,artistic,presentations,such,as,juried,shows,and,
critically,reviewed,performances.,The,growth,of,digital,media,has,
greatly,expanded,and,diversified,the,ways,that,university,faculty,
conduct,and,disseminate,scholarly,research,and,creative,activities.,
Academic,units,should,demonstrate,openness,to,scholarship,and,
creative,activities,produced,in,new,media.”
[SLIDE – FACULTY HANDBOOK QUOTE]
“Scholarship or other creative contributions are essential for promotion, especially to a position
with tenure. For most fields, publication of refereed papers in professional journals of high
repute is a clear sign of scholarly activity. Scholarly books released through recognized
publishers, either academic or commercial, are another sign, as are artistic presentations such as
juried shows and critically reviewed performances. The growth of digital media has greatly
expanded and diversified the ways that university faculty conduct and disseminate scholarly
research and creative activities. Academic units should demonstrate openness to scholarship and
creative activities produced in new media.”
This looks promising, welcoming even. But my on-the-ground experiences and unscientific
survey of other pre-tenure faculty suggests that in practice our institution is rather less
supportive.
[SLIDE – BLANK] (In what follows, names have been removed and details anonymized—
colleagues who have trusted me with their stories do not want to be perceived as ungrateful or as
troublemakers before tenure.)
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One of my colleagues was told by his chair to do NO digital scholarship until he had accrued
enough traditional publications to be assured of tenure. Digital scholarship, she said, would not
help him earn tenure.
Another was told by her chair that she could do digital scholarship—but a successfully funded
and completed digital project would probably be counted as roughly equivalent to a peerreviewed journal article. (Generally speaking, journal articles are faster, cheaper, and easier to
produce than digital scholarship.) The message, in essence, was that my pre-tenure colleague
could choose to work harder and be rewarded less. But why would she?
Another has been warned that the importance of collaboration in digital scholarship makes it
particularly dangerous before tenure. For instance, if he is co-PI on a digital project, his work
might be given the weight of approximately half a journal article, because someone else has
shared the work. Presumably, the more people he works with on a digital project, the less credit
he will earn towards tenure and promotion—as if shared labor is a zero-sum game,
[SLIDE – PROCNE AND TEREUS “PIE”] or a pie that can be cut up and served out in easy,
measurable pieces.
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• Morgan'Library'MS'M.'126'fol.'122r'(created'circa'1470)
• miniature'depicting'Procne,'Philomel,'and'Tereus,'from'John'Gower’s'Confessio Amantis

[SLIDE – BLANK]

I have been repeatedly told by trusted local mentors who understand the on-the-ground climate
that a book (plus articles) is the only thing that can make me “bullet proof” for tenure. I have also
been fed a steady diet of horror stories of colleagues losing their tenure cases at the program and
department level, at the dean’s office, at the university wide committee, and at SUNY-central—
all because they did not have a book. As an early career researcher who came of age as a scholar
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in the midst of the 2008 global economic meltdown, watching jobs vanish and never return, I am
the researcher that Bethany Nowviskie warned us about in 2011:

“Junior(scholars((driven(by(career(anxiety(and(facing(a(dearth(of(
models(for(expressing(individual(contributions(to(collaborative(
projects(in(the(digital(humanities)(may(be(reluctant(to(challenge(
long<standing(systems(that(locate(agency(in(authorship(if(that(
means(highlighting(the(degree(to(which(their(contributions(are(
contingent(on(partnerships(in(heterogeneous(research<and<
development(collectives.(Two(poor(options(present(themselves:(
candidates(for(tenure(or(promotion(may(choose(to(deemphasize(
innovative(work(they(fear(will(not(fit(their(colleagues’(
preconception(of(a(valid(or(significant(scholarly(contribution—that(
is,(the(contribution(be(made(by(a(sole(academic—or(they(may(
choose(to(elide,(in(project(descriptions,(the(instrumental(role(
played(by(collaborators(and(cocreators.”
• Bethany(Nowviskie,(“Where(Credit(is(Due:(Preconditions(for(the(Evaluation(of(Collaborative(Digital(
Scholarship,”(Profession)(2011):(169<181;(170<71.(

[SLIDE – NOWVISKIE QUOTE] “driven by career anxiety” I am “reluctant to challenge
long-standing systems.”1 With eyes on tenure and promotion (or, as I have tended to think of it,
not being fired), I have chosen “to deemphasize innovative work” that I “fear will not fit” my
“colleagues’ preconception of a valid or significant scholarly contribution.”2
I do not want to be misunderstood: [SLIDE – BLANK]

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
1
Bethany Nowviskie, “Where Credit is Due: Preconditions for the Evaluation of Collaborative
Digital Scholarship,” Profession (2011): 169-181; 170-71.
2
Nowviskie, 170-71.
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under the leadership of Amy Gay and Nancy Um, there are exciting things happening in digital
scholarship in the humanities at Binghamton University. But although we are comrades in arms
in our shared commitment to digital methods, Nancy, Amy, and I stand in very different places,
institutionally. Nancy is an Associate Dean with tenure. Amy and I are both in tenure-track
positions. But in the libraries, Amy’s tenure case is explicitly linked to her engagements with
digital scholarship.
By contrast, for pre-tenure research- and teaching-faculty housed in traditional academic
departments, the stories we trade and the quiet conversations we share demonstrate a general
lack of trust: [SLIDE – SCREENSHOT OF TWEET BY HANNAH ALPERT-ABRAMS]
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we do not believe that enough of the senior faculty who will be voting on whether or not we get
to keep our jobs will honor any digital work as sufficiently scholarly.

Part 2: Tenure Timeline for a Parallel Universe

Image&from&Walters&Art&Museum,&MS&W&102,&fol.&84v

[SLIDE – SUBTITLE] Part 2: Tenure Timeline for a Parallel Universe
This nagging sense that digital scholarship is unsafe and off-limits before tenure affects faculty
members’ morale, and our retention. I have recently relaunched my digital scholarship research
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agenda [SLIDE – OPENER SHOT] with the project Richard Coer de Lyon: A Medieval Multitext for which I am Co-PI, along with my colleague Kate Norako at the University of
Washington.

Kate and I are both assistant professors and we’re both playing it safe and writing monographs
for tenure. But Kate intends to use our project as the centerpiece in her case for going for
promotion to full professor (although she also intends to have a second book well under progress
and several additional journal articles, just in case).
If Kate can be promoted to Full based largely on our shared digital scholarship, but I can only
earn the equivalent credit of a journal article—doing the same work but gaining a significantly
smaller reward—this arguably disincentivizes my staying at the institution that has fostered my
career thus far.
But the negative impacts of a campus culture that devalues pre-tenure digital scholarship extend
beyond individual faculty members’ relative happiness—or our even presence. [SLIDE –
BLANK]
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Our institutions lose out by when creative digital projects are disincentivized. And for those of us
that work at public institutions, our local communities are missing out too.
To make my case about this larger loss, I share a thought experiment of a parallel universe, in
which I continued to pursue the active digital research agenda that I had when I began this job.
In 2014, when I was a Mellon-funded Postdoctoral Fellow in Data Curation for Medieval Studies
at Stanford University Libraries, I served as the photographer’s assistant in the digitization of a
single fifteenth-century book of hours: Stanford University Libraries M0379.3 [SLIDE –
DIGITIZATION IMAGES FOR M0379]

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
3
Some of this experience was documented briefly in a blog post: Bridget Whearty, “Making a
digital medieval manuscript,” Stanford Libraries Digital Library Blog, Dec 1, 2014.
https://library.stanford.edu/blogs/digital-library-blog/2014/12/making-digital-medievalmanuscript It was subsequently explored in conference papers and is the subject of the first
chapter of my book: “Scriptorium 2.0.”
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• Digitizing'Stanford'University'Libraries'M0379.

• Photographer'and'Project'Lead:'Astrid'J.'Smith.
• Second'Photographer’s'Assistant:'Bridget'Whearty

• Stanford'University'Libraries'M0379,'fol.'16r

This was not actually my job. But I begged for the opportunity to try my hand at the foundational
work of digitization in order to better understand the unseen labor—and laborers—woven
through the massive digital medieval manuscript archives whose metadata I was curating.
[SLIDE – ADDITIONAL EXAMPLE M0379 IMAGE]

• Stanford)University)Libraries,)M0379,)fols.)10v;11r

In the memoranda I helped draft arguing for the digitization of this battered, smoke-stained,
fascinating little book, I suggested it was a perfect case study for a vast array digital projects:
students in book history and paleography courses could learn the basics of transcription using
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this book. Rather than have classes repeat the same transcription assignments across the years, as
part of their final project students could write assignments for the next class and—over the arc of
years—collaboratively transcribe and write a new history for this largely-unstudied book. We
could recover the hidden histories of this book’s owners, recorded in copious untranscribed and
untranslated readers’ marks. We could map the book’s movement across time and space, from
fifteenth-century Ghent to twenty-first century Silicon Valley. When I gave my job talk at
Binghamton in January 2015, I made this case for my audience. It was a public part of my active
research agenda through which I gain this job.
My alternative tenure timeline begins with my arrival at a parallel-universe home-campus that
was ready to reward digital scholarship—and digital pedagogy—at tenure and promotion. In that
timeline, shortly after I arrived in upstate New York, I realized that Stanford University
Libraries, M0379 has rich New York, and specifically Upstate connections. According to the
book seller’s note [SLIDE – SELLER’S NOTE]:

“This&book&is&one&of&the&fifty/two&Books&found&
among&the&ruins&of&Morrel's&Storage&House&after&
the&great&fire,&whi[c]h,&on&the&10th&of&October,&
1881&destroyed&over&2000&volumes/the&Library&of&
HENRY&VAN&SCHAICK.”
• undated&seller’s&note&for&Stanford&University&Libraries,&M0379

“This book is one of the fifty-two Books found among the ruins of Morrel's Storage House after
the great fire, whi[c]h, on the 10th of October, 1881 destroyed over 2000 volumes-the Library of
HENRY VAN SCHAICK.”
Henry Van Schaick is a descendent of Gossen Gerrits Van Schaick who emigrated from Utrecht
to the Dutch colony of Nieuw Nederland in 1637 and to upstate New York in 1665. The Van
Schaicks became one of the major families in the early history of Albany. Van Schaick Island
[SLIDE – MAP SHOT]
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(just up the river from where we meet today) is named for them.
[SLIDE – PAPER COLLECTION HEADER FOR NY STATE LIB + [CORNELL SPEC
COLLS HEADER]

Papers of the Van Schaick family are held at the New York State Library and at Cornell
University.
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In this universe, nearly all of my research time has been dedicated to revising peer-reviewed
journal articles and writing my analog book (with a brief foray into co-publishing a report on
information literacy instruction—an act which was met with mixed reviews by senior scholars on
my home campus).4
But in my alternate universe tenure timeline, I was able to spend some of my research time not
just feverishly writing books and articles, but also writing grants to support student travel and
student training using the Van Schaick family papers collections. [SLIDE – BLANK]

This is an alternate universe—and not fairyland—and so the first of my grant applications were
rejected, as grants supporting digital scholarship and pedagogy so often are.
But eventually, by strategically partnering with Binghamton University’s Research Division, as
well as collaborators at Binghamton- and Albany-adjacent SUNY-schools, we succeeded. In that
alternate timeline, graduate students and advanced undergraduates at multiple SUNY institutions
have received hands-on training at the State Library and at Cornell. We have transcribed and,
when allowed, digitized archival documents relevant to M0379 and the Van Schaick family more
broadly. Then, working together, in that alternative universe, students, faculty, and staff on
different SUNY campuses used M0379 to launch several interconnected digital projects.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
4
See Bridget Whearty, Marta Brunner (College Librarian, Skidmore), Carrie Johnston (Digital
Humanities Research Designer, Wake Forest University), and Ece Turnator (Humanities and
Digital Scholarship Librarian, MIT), “Creating Contact Zones in a ‘Post-Truth’ Era: Perspectives
on Librarian/Faculty Collaboration in Information Literacy Instruction,” in A Splendid Torch:
Learning and Teaching in Today’s Academic Libraries, (September 2017). pp. 32-68. Citable
URL: https://www.clir.org/pubs/reports/pub174/
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Importantly, this fictional collaborative team has gotten to define “relevance” in terms of their
own interests and not my own targeted, book-related questions. So while I combed through
papers looking for mentions of medieval manuscripts and rare books, trying to lock in the Van
Schaick family connections, [SLIDE – PIGMENT CLOSE-UPS]

• Close&ups)of)damaged)pigments,)
Stanford)University)Libraries,)
M0379,)fol.)8r)

Economic majors with medieval minors wrote up reports on the late medieval pigment trade.
[SLIDE – FOL. 108r, WITH CLOSEUPS]

• Reader’s(note(concerning((or(by?)(Sor Joanna(Theresa,(May(1658
• Stanford(University(Libraries,(M0379,(fol.(108r
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Students interested in gender have attempted to track down (or at least contextualize) Joanna
Theresa, whose name appears on fol. 108r. They have used these tantalizing clues of a person
lost in history to try to better understand women’s literacy in the early modern period. [SLIDE –
Morrell + lawsuits – progress through animations as speaking]

• New$York$Times,"Oct"13,"1881,"p."8.

• New$York$Times,"Oct"14,"1881,"p."8.

• New$York$Times,"April"7,"1883,"p."2.

The Accounting majors who appear in my classes seeking desirable general education
requirements have traced lawsuits against John H. Morrell, owner of the supposedly “fireproof”
warehouse that burned in 1881 and written about the rise of the insurance industry. [SLIDE –
COAL HOLES]

• New$York$Times,"February"3,"1886,"p."8.
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Other students have studied lawsuits filed against Henry van Schaick by one Mrs. Catharine
Jennings who sued Van Schaick when she fell into an uncovered coal-hole in front of his house
in New York City and broke her leg.5 The case climbed all the way to the New York Supreme
Court and our students’ research has been able to do so as well.
We carry to medieval manuscripts the urgent questions of our own times. And so, in this
alternate universe, as conversations about race and racism in the United States have grown more
public and more heated in the past few years, so too has our digital scholarship. [SLIDE –
LIBRARY FINDING AID SCREENSHOTS]

Among the papers of the Van Schaick family held by the New York State Library and Cornell
University are eighteenth-century documents recording the sale of human beings as well as
letters by members of the Van Schaick family concerning runaway slaves. In that parallel
universe, where collaborative digital scholarship is rewarded at crucial moments in tenure and
promotion, we in this room already share students who are working to excavate and write
uncomfortable and important new public histories of slavery in upstate New York. And at the
center of it all [SLIDE – M0379 AT THE CENTER] is this remarkable, battered, late medieval
prayerbook.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
5
“City and Suburban News,” New York Times, June 16, 1883, p. 8
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[SLIDE – BLANK]

In this alternate universe, over the past five years, our cross-campus collaborations have given
rise to new training opportunities, new research networks—and (okay, I’m embracing fairyland
for a moment) helped improve our students’ job placement. They have also gotten some small
media attention, which we’ve used to show how the humanities and libraries in the SUNY-
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system are deeply involved in helping students do the real work of scholarship, engaging in
hands-on research and making new knowledge.
One of the unanticipated benefits of our work together on M0379, in that alternative universe, is
that we have developed honed workflows and research infrastructures for launching this kind of
ever-growing, shifting digital project.
In this universe in December 2018, [SLIDE – BOOKS OF HOURS ANNOUNCEMENT
AND IMAGE COLLAGE]

Binghamton University acquired two illuminated books of hours through the support of the
Breslauer Foundation and donors Alex Huppe and Rita Bernardo.
In this world, we have no collaborative research partnerships in place. We have no cross-campus
teams, no grad students and undergraduates trained up and excited about archival studies, already
pursuing their own research projects. All of this still needs to be built, from scratch. And since
the manuscripts’ arrival on campus seven months ago, I haven’t had time to even think about
building any of it because I’ve been desperately trying to finish writing my book. It’s 10 months
since we purchased these books at auction, and they have yet to be the focus of the sustained
study that they—and our students and our donors—richly deserve.
[SLIDE – BLANK]
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But in that alternative universe, our digital scholarship research networks were already tested and
strong. And so we’ve been able to immediately move into the study of these new manuscripts.
Indeed, we’ve been able to extend our studies in exciting new ways.
French Departments have gotten involved, because the annotations in these new books of hours
are in French. Biology Departments have gotten involved, working on non-invasive DNA testing
to trace the connections between the animals whose skins make up the pages of these books.
Even better, we’ve been seeking outside grant funding to partner with the LUMA Foundation in
Binghamton.
In this universe, I’ve been dreaming about doing this since I arrived at Binghamton four years
ago, just in time for the first LUMA projection festival. But being a scholarly point person on an
art projection project based on medieval illuminations has always felt a step too far. As badly as I
want to do this work, and as much as it actually does seem to fit the guidelines outlined in our
faculty handbook, I in no way trust that enough of my senior colleagues will reward that labor
when it comes to tenure.
In my alternative tenure timeline, though, we’ve gone for it. We’re bringing together art and
media students and faculty with local artists—through strategic partnership with local non-profits
like the Department of Public Art—and we are making original, medieval manuscript-inspired
art. Art—I would add—that is deeply connected to the latest research on medieval manuscripts
and rigorous debates in medieval studies. Next year, when we project this new art onto
downtown Binghamton buildings as part of our local, increasingly famous international
projection arts festival, [SLIDE – DURHAM]
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• “Crown'of'Light,”'inspired'by'the'Lindisfarne'Gospels,'projected'onto'Durham'Cathedral.
• Commissioned'from'The'Projection'Studio'for'Lumiere 2009;'repeat'performances'by'popular'demand'2011'and'2013.'

our research teams will be putting our upstate public universities in the ranks of internationallyrenown institutions using projection and other immersive digital technologies to open medieval
manuscripts to entirely new audiences and modes of study.6
Digital scholarship, as Lorna Hughes and Andrew Prescott have argued, “should be eclectic,
haphazard, hands-on, and experimental.”7 [SLIDE – BLANK]

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
6
See, for instance, the virtual printing press app being developed by researchers at the University
of Glasgow, as part of Project Mobius, led by Fiona Macpherson and Neil McDonnell (in
partnership with Sublime Digital), through the University of Glasgow’s Centre of the Study of
Perceptual Experience.
7
Andrew Prescott and Lorna Hughes, “Why Do We Digitize? The Case for Slow Digitization,”
Archive Journal, Special Issue: “Digital Medieval Manuscript Cultures,” edited by Bridget
Whearty and Michael Hanrahan (Sept 2018): no
pagination. http://www.archivejournal.net/essays/why-do-we-digitize-the-case-for-slowdigitization/
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But in this universe, and at my current institution, haphazard, eclectic, and experimental are not
valued before tenure. Indeed, they may well be punished with denial of tenure—and the loss of
job, wages, healthcare, and so on that go with it.

Part 3: The good news—paths forward

•

Image&from&Walters&Art&Museum,&MS&W&102,&fol.&88v

[SLIDE – SUBTITLE] Part 3: The good news: paths forward
The good news is that, we’re taking steps to address on-the-ground conditions that are keeping
local pre-tenure faculty from doing digital scholarship. At Binghamton, for example, Nancy Um
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has sacrificed her research and teaching time to take on an administrative position that puts her in
a position to advocate for the value of the work we do digitally. Indeed, when I wrote to the
heads of the English Department and Medieval Studies Program, seeking written statements on
the relative value both programs would assign to the digital scholarship I have finally begun
doing again, they instinctively turned to Nancy for aid.
Change is in the air: as we gather here today, I trust you enough to lay out all the reasons I
abandoned my active digital research agenda for five years. But change (like digital scholarship
itself) is slow, messy, and haphazard: my trust that I can tell you these things is predicated on the
fact that my book manuscript is out for review.
In the 1974 report “Computers and the Medievalist,” [SLIDE – QUOTE] the Medieval
Academy of America called for the creation of “its own Irish monastic libraries” to further
develop the precursors of digital scholarship in medieval studies.8

“Data%preparation%remains%the%heaviest%burden%
of%text%processing%and%here%the%setting%up%of%a%
medieval%data%bank%would%bring%an%important%
relief%to%the%scholar.%Medieval%text%processing%
calls%for%its%own%Irish%monastic%libraries!”%
• Vern%L.%Bullough,%Serge%Lusignan,%Thomas%H.%Ohlgren,%"Computers%and%the%Medievalist,”%Speculum (1974)%
392Q402;%402.

Almost fifty years after this call to action, we still lag behind this ambitious goal because
achieving it requires carving out spaces, at multiple levels within and across institutions, in
which digital scholarship and digital labor are rewarded in measurable, material ways.
[SLIDE – hand-extended line filler]

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
8
Vern L. Bullough, Serge Lusignan, Thomas H. Ohlgren, “Computers and the Medievalist,”
Speculum (1974) 392-402; 402.
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• Image&from&Walters&Art&Museum,&MS&W&102,&fol.&94v

Irish monastic libraries contributed enormously to the preservation and dissemination of texts in
western Europe in the early Middle Ages, but they did so because at all levels of the monastic
orders, that work was believed to matter.
Finally achieving the long-promised successes of digital scholarship still requires serious,
sustained, person-to-person work, on every campus, until the realities on the ground align with
the promises of the job ads and the faculty handbooks.
Thank you.
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